
“The whole point of taking pictures is so that 
you don’t have to explain things with words.”

—   Elliott Erwitt



Enter Filterra - go-to app for photo edit developed by a passionate team of established and 
emerging photo industry professionals with an extensive input from professional designers! 
While there’s no better way to share in your emotions than to take a photo, Filterra is the only 
app in utmost tune with those evolving demands for significantly better hobbyist photos, that 
allows to communicate them as vividly they can be described in words!

Giant Content Collection
The biggest collection of custom designer filters and effects ever available on the App Store will 
add a personal touch of style & art even to the most mundane photos! How much is enough to 
get one-of-a-kind killer pics? An exclusive total of over 1 million combinations ready to be 
applied along with ability to mix up and save personal custom blends of effects!

So, get ready to go, well...NUTS! Being bountiful enough to satisfy everyone, either a casual 
snapper or a more seasoned enthusiast, Filterra comprises a boatload of features to bring that 
ultimately easy & tasteful editing experience:



From casual to professional use, Filterra’s one-of-a-kind Content Store allows users to scale up, 
unleash their creativity and get their imagination run truly wild with an ever-growing custom 
choice of designer bundles, thematic packs and exclusive extras. One can’t, just can’t desire too 
much of good freebies, and our montly updates will put Filterra’s user ahead of the 
competition!

Filters: Choose from hundreds of chic, fresh, urban, moody, filmy, artistic, vintage, retro, and 
whatever imaginable filters to enhance and stylize your casual snaps, selfies, petfies, foodies, 
love stories, cityscapes, fashion looks, workouts, and so much more.

Ligthing effects: Add that magical flare and dreamy fantasy, and make your photos sparkle & 
shine with hundreds of dreamlike light leaks, cosmic overlays and color washes.

Texture overlays: Experiment or totally change a photo’s atmosphere with hundreds of dusty, 
filmy, grungy, papery, aquarelle and like-raisin flare texture effects.



Entirely Genuine Tools
Here’s a riddle:

We’ve got two iphoneographers, X and Y. X is a skilled enthusiast, but with a poor arsenal. Y isn’t 
as good, but his tools make his photos look like one. Whose photos do you think look better?

With all the editing power that comes along with Filterra, the app’s pretty killer point goes from 
the entirely custom piece of toolkit that can definitely hold that near and dear place in the heart 
of each and every iPhone user.

Boring stuff out! Cool timesaving tools, sheer simplicity, ultimate editing pleasure and pure 
photography awesomeness in!



Compare On the Go
Filterra helps users who get overwhelmed & stuck when deciding upon the best looking shot. 
With the first-to-market “compare-on-the-go” tool, the app makes it easy to instantly compare 
selected filters and effects to get that 100% best choice image!

Presets
Filterra keeps record of each & every step of your edits for a whole lot pleasing and faster 
one-tap edits! With powerful can’t-get-enough presets of filters, lights & textures users can 
speed up their editing, re-use the entire looks later anytime in just one tap and get the results 
they want in seconds!



Favorites

Filterra allows users to create and maintain their own handy collection of favorite filters and 
effects, and apply them to any photo with a single tap. From now on, there’s no need to invest 
hours sifting through back and forth! The app helps users to cut editing time way down and 
swiftly find what best fits their editing preferences while fully focusing on expressing emotions, 
staying true to their personal style and saying exactly what they want in a photo.





15-in-1 Fine-Tuning Set
Along with the exquisite selection of the best sorted out filters & effects one can fall in love with 
each & every time, Filterra comprises a huge & scalable 15-in-1 set of adjustment tools and 
precise manual controls, that come indispensable to handle basic touch ups and the most 
advanced edits till the image is ready to go out to the world. Total control over each and every 
fine detail & setting to come up with images that draw & really pull everyone in!

Curves: Take precise PRO-level control over tonal range, color balance and contrast of an 
image. Adjust curves to manipulate the intensity & density levels of Blacks, Shadows, Midtones, 
Lights and Whites, overall at once or individually (red, green, blue) on the RGB scale.

Color Adjustments: Enhance color, depth and vibrancy of your pics by changing levels of 
brightness, contrast, temperature, tint, and saturation.

Highlighting & Shadowing: Play around, correct over or underexposed areas, and make the 
image look lively and crisper by optimizing the highlight and shadow areas.



Vignetting & Fading: Play with vignetting, darken the corners of a photo, add smoke gradual
fading and soften the edges until you get that unsaturated look.

Redefined Basics: Adjust position, resize, scale, rotate any right or left way in 360°, zoom in or 
out, crop, and otherwise fix your shots.

Grain: Alter the intensity & granularity of noise to get images look more or less fuzzy & gritty 
grain.

Sharp: Enhance edge contrast, increase clarity of details, maximize the overall quality and 
richness of pictures to make them look crisp & razor-sharp.

Photography is one art. Photo editing is another. When it comes to mastering photo editing 
skills, Filterra helps users to reach new heights and boost talents further while still being 
incredibly easy to use.

As slick, elegant and professional as it is, Filterra features a clean, straightforward and custom 
enough look so users feel ultimately comfortable with all the bells & whistles during their 
editing sessions. Moreover, joining like-minded Filterra family and spreading the word further 
among friends, users get an exclusive access to premium effects for Free.

So why just take pictures? Filterra allows to make them look unique, stand out among others 
and easily get up to 2x more Instagram & Facebook likes come in like crazy!

How many times you have looked at a photo and felt the same emotions you felt at the time you 
were taking the shot? The app transforms your collection of photo emotions from nice pictures 
to pictures that look the most expressive, preserving and enhancing those moments and 
feelings that prompted you to take the shot.



Whatever fleeting thing you’d like to catch, reflect and felt connected with at any moment, 
Filterra makes your photography speak for you. TENDERNESS, ROMANCE, LOVE, HOPE, 
DREAM, PASSION, HAPPINNESS, GLORY, JOY and all the beauty taken in the “NOW” - the app 
has all to get started and let every emotion speak in its full volume.

Being available exclusively on the App Store in the Photo & Video category, Filterra is FREE, 
HOT and READY to be served up on iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch of every user!

If you want to write a couple of review lines, get a promo code, have any questions or 
comments, feel free to contact us.

pr@filterra.net          

Regards, 
Filterra’s Team
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